
EE107 Final Project Proposal (5% of total score) 
Due Wednesday May 1st, 10:00pm.  
 
Please write a 1-2 page proposal describing an interesting and significant final project to implement. The project 
should reflect topic of this class, i.e. embedded system and wireless. We will review your proposals and provide 
comments and feedback. Each proposal should include: 
 

1. Title and Introduction - Give a descriptive title to your project: introduce the topic, and provide a broad 
overview of the goals and briefly justify why this is an interesting and challenging project. 

2. Proposed timeline - Break down your project into steps and come up with initial deadlines. Each project 
will probably have at least 4 steps. If that is not the case, your project may not be interesting enough. It is 
OK if you finish things sooner or later than anticipated, but a project plan helps you keep tabs of how your 
project is going so thinks don’t crash and burn in the last week of term. 

3. Anticipated supplies -  Do you have any hardware or equipment that you plan to use? What kind of 
sensors do you want to use (provide a link to online orders)? Do you need to have access to solder 
stations, multimeters, oscilloscopes, etc.? 

 
The website of Tinyzero provides a good collection of compatible boards: https://tinycircuits.com/collections/ .You 
should check the compatibly of different modules: https://tinycircuits.com/pages/tinyduino-overview#tinyshield-
compatibility . 
 
Here are some sample ideas. We values your creativity, so we’ll have additional points for novel ideas: 

1. Bluetooth lock - many of us live in dorms/apartments so we cannot change the lock and has to carry keys 
with us. An alternative is to have a Bluetooth lock that includes a BLE module as well as servo. Servo will 
automatically unlock the door by turning the knob. It also locks the door when BLE connect is lost, 
meaning the user has left. 

2. Bluetooth device map - can you create a map showing how many Bluetooth devices you’ll encounter in a 
busy business district like downtown Palo Alto? You’ll need to get both the device ID as well as GPS 
coordination, as well as finding a method to store these data. 

3. Bluetooth drive -  a Bluetooth drive works like an USB driver but without the need for wires. It includes a 
small storage space as well as BLE connection that will be used to store and retrieve files. 

4. Audio spectrum visualizer – almost every audio player on a laptop comes with a spectrum visualizer, but 
can you display it on Tinyzero’s screen so you could leave the entire display of laptop for coding? The 
visualizer includes a small OLED screen and will be connected to the laptop via USB. 

Grading Criteria: 90% proposal submitted on-time and has all required sections and information, 10% grammar 
and clarity. 


